
 

 

 

British International School - Introduction  
 
 

The British International School (BIS) has been actively working in the language education field 
since 2006, specialising in Study Holidays for groups of students and individuals in London, New York and 

other European destinations. Our programmes aim to develop students’ enthusiasm and interest in 
learning English through a system which combines education, cultural in-depths and entertainment. 
By using excellent English speaking teachers and tour leaders and arranging visits to the most 
important cultural sites and tourist attractions, we aim to ensure the students have a memorable and 
worthwhile experience.  
Our organization is structured in different departments that are able to organize all the aspects of the 
stay: 
 

- English courses tailored to the needs of the students 

- Excursions, Trips and Social activities as required 

- Accommodation with host families, hotels and in halls of residence 

- The provision of food throughout the day 

- Flights  

- Transfers from and to the airport 

- Co-ordination and assistance for the group during its stay 

 
 

BIS Departments where Interns can work: 
 
 
MARKETING DEPARTMENT 

 
The BIS Marketing Department is aimed at searching for potential international customers within 
the four major markets targeted by the BIS. These markets are: Schools, Schools of English, Travel 
Agencies and Companies. 
 
The BIS Market Research is divided into several steps including:  

 
1. Country analysis: professionally researched country reports, providing an excellent 

starting point for investigating the economic, social and political environment of the  
country of  interest; 

 
2. A research into the students’ mobility within the same country; 

3. A study of the competitors; 

4. Database construction and updating; 

 
The market research is mainly developed online and it results in the creation of databases with 



 

 

contacts, which are then sent onto the BIS Customer Service. 
The Customer Service then deals with its implementation by directly approaching customers. The 
first contact happens via telemarketing then through email or postage aimed to promote all the BIS 
offers.  
Interns have the opportunity to familiarize with the rules and the procedures of marketing and 
consequently learning how to deal with prospective clients, by using internet and excel databases. 

 
 
SALES DEPARTMENTS 
 

The Sales Departments are responsible for selling the BIS services and are divided according to the 
major linguistic areas worldwide: Italian, Spanish, Russian, Chinese and World Sales. 
 
The departments major duties involve: 
 

1. Pricing the BIS educational programmes including every aspect of the offer; 

2. Establishing and maintaining contacts with the clients; 

3. Providing quotations to the customers and/or assist them through the   process of  Trip-

Planning; 

4. Programme planning; 

5. Liaising with the BIS Travel and Accommodation departments; 

6. Managing and updating documents, databases and reports; 

 
 
TRAVEL AGENCY 
 

Once the trip has been confirmed by the client, the Travel Agency is responsible to search for and to 
book all the services required by the programme.  
Departmental supervisors monitor a team of interns in charge of looking into high quality services 
related to accommodation, restaurants, tourist attractions and entertainment. 
Therefore, prior to any booking, the department carefully values and compares different options, 
which make this office an interesting, dynamic and busy department. 
 
 
 
Main duties of the Travel Agency can be therefore summed up as: 
 

1. Making and confirming bookings; 

2. Optimizing customers’ programmes according to the occurred circumstances; 

3. Liaising with suppliers including accommodation, restaurants, tour guides and activity 

centres; 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 
GROUP CO-ORDINATION DEPARTMENT 
 

Based, both in our Hayes Headquarter and within our educational sites, the Group Co-ordination 
department follows and assists our group of students before, during and after their stay. This means 
that our Group Co-ordinators are available 24h a day!  
 
The GC’s tasks include: 
 

1. Preparation materials for the students prior to their arrival:  i.e. Welcome placards, 

Students’ ID’s,  Travelcards and many others; 

2. Maintaining  cross-departmental relations:  i.e. close contact with the booking office of 

the Travel agency and the finance department; 

3. To be responsible for a smooth running of the groups’ programme: visits, transport,  

reservations, trips, guides and many other aspect of the programme that need to be 

continuously and carefully monitored; 

4. To closely observe and assist our BIS Group Assistants that operate days and nights 

around London. Our Group Assistants (GA) have been trained to be in charge of each 

single group, welcoming, escorting and supporting teachers and students throughout their 

stay. They need to make sure that each trip around London is conducted safely, on time 

for reserved meals and visits and that any problem that unexpectedly would occur will be 

solved in the more appropriate way; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FINANCE DEPARTMENT 
 

The Finance Department manages and tracks all the financial movements at the BIS. This means 
that major tasks are: 
 

1. Preparing and monitoring Business Plans; 

2. Operating  Credit and Debit control;  

3. Checking Cash Flow on a daily basis; 

4. Managing and updating financial statements; 

5. Maintaining cross-departmental communication;  

 
 
IT DEPARTMENT 
 

The IT looks after the management of computers, internet connections and software across the 
departments. This means that our IT experts  and interns have to make sure that all the computers 
have access to the great amount of data the BIS regularly deals with by checking, updating and 
repairing programmes and systems (e.g. BIS Cloud; Software, VoIP system ,etc.). Additionally, the 
department is in charge of website updates and of its Search Engine Optimization management; 
 
 
WEB DESIGN DEPARTMENT 
 

Our Creative department manages the layout of our website (graphic look, contents etc.), of our 
software and of all the documents that the BIS constantly use with clients and suppliers. 
Our Creative Manager and the interns within this department, follow instructions given by the BIS 
Manager and the BIS Marketing Manager, working in close contact with the IT Department. 
 
 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
 

The BIS Human Resources is the corporate department engaged in the management and 
development of all our personnel, which include employed staff, freelancers and interns. 
Our HR staff face planning tasks and deal with different recruitment procedures which include: 
valuation, selection, acquisition, monitoring and assistance of all the BIS personnel. 
 

 


